Estimation by Analogy (EBA) is an increasingly active research method in the area of software engineering. The fundamental assumption of this method is that the similar projects in terms of attribute values will also be similar in terms of effort values. It is well recognized that the quality of software datasets has a considerable impact on the reliability and accuracy of such method. Therefore, if the software dataset does not satisfy the aforementioned assumption then it is not rather useful for EBA method. This paper presents a new method based on Kendall's row-wise rank correlation that enables data quality evaluation and providing a data preprocessing stage for EBA. The proposed method provides sound statistical basis and justification for the process of data quality evaluation. Unlike Analogy-X, our method has the ability to deal with categorical attributes individually without the need for partitioning the dataset. Experimental results showed that the proposed method could form a useful extension for EBA as it enables: dataset quality evaluation, attribute selection and identifying abnormal observations.
Introduction
Software development projects are highly complex processes involving various kinds of risks [13, 18, 19] . Thus, delivering a high quality software product on time and within budget requires a reliable and accurate software effort estimation method [10] . EBA is a commonly used method and viable alternative to other conventional estimation methods [3, 16] . EBA is an analogical reasoning technique that aims at identifying within a historical case base the source projects that are similar to the target project in terms of project description (i.e. attributes) for which their solutions are reused to generate a new solution [13, 24] .
The quality of historical dataset is the key component of any effort estimation method [17] . The quality in the context of EBA method means that the dataset should significantly satisfy the fundamental EBA assumption which is "the projects that are similar in terms of their attributes values will also be similar in terms of their effort values". [24] The aforementioned assumption implies that any attribute is regarded as useful and reliable for prediction only if the ranks of similar source projects with respect to that attribute values should be consistent with ranks of similar source projects with respect to their effort values. This assumption can be tested using Kendall's row-wise rank correlation between similarity matrix based project attribute values and similarity matrix based effort values.
ANGEL [24] , which is the most well known EBA system, offers a flexible tool and support for various kinds of attribute selection algorithms and validation techniques within a user friendly GUI tool. Even though, it has no method to test the appropriateness of datasets for EBA. The current method for identifying reliable attribute uses brute-force search which is almost optimized based upon some performance indicators such as MMRE or PRED. These performance indicators are widely regarded as problematic and have many inadequacies as discussed in [11] . In addition, the selected attributes depend on the desired configuration of analogy-based system such as similarity measure, adaptation rules and number of analogies.
Recently, Keung et al. [16] proposed a method called Analogy-X to statistically test the hypothesis of EBA using Mantel correlation. The method utilizes Mantel correlation between distance matrix of attribute values and distance matrix of effort values, following the stepwise procedure. This method has a certain limitation as stated and confirmed by Keung et al. [16] , in that it cannot directly deal with the distance matrix of nominal data individually. So it cannot assess the appropriateness of nominal attribute solely, but alternatively by dividing the best continuous attributes into subgroups according to the number of categories in that nominal attribute. This solution removes large number of elements in the matrix, because only matrix elements within the same category are considered in the correlation calculation. As result, the use of nominal attribute requires special treatment, largely due to the nature of similarity matrices formed by categorical variables [16] .
In the present paper, we propose a new method that enables us to assess the quality and reliability of software dataset by statistically identifying the attributes and projects that satisfy EBA hypothesis. The proposed method was motivated by the challenges in ANGEL and Analogy-X in addition to the need to improve reliability of EBA method especially when using too many categorical attributes. The resulting method forms as an extension for EBA method which resulted in a new software effort estimation method called EBA [1, 7] . The main evaluation results are: (1) the proposed method could form a useful extension for EBA; (2) It is able to identify whether the categorical attribute is indeed appropriate for making prediction or not. (3) It is able to identify reliable attributes and projects through robust statistical procedure.
The rest of the paper is subdivided into 8 sections: section 2 presents overview of EBA method and its assumptions. Section 3 introduces Kendall row-wise correlation and its significance test. Section 4 introduces EBA + framework. Section 5 presents evaluation criteria used to validate EBA + . Section 6 presents the results obtained from empirical evaluation. Section 7 presents discussion and conclusions.
Estimation by analogy and its fundamental assumption
EBA is one of the important estimation methods in software engineering domain which aims to identify solution for a new problem based on previous solutions from the set of similar cases [18, 19, 24] . The general process of basic EBA method as shown in Figure 1 consists of four main stages:
1. Dataset preparation including attribute selection and handling missing values. 2. Defining a new project that will be estimated. 3. Retrieving the analogues of the new project using a predefined similarity function. The common used function is the Euclidean distance function as depicted in Eq. (1).
where d is the Euclidean distance , m is the number of predictor attributes, Pi and Pj are projects under investigation and: 
Where value maxk and mink are the maximum and minimum values of attribute k respectively.
4. Predicting effort of the new project from the retrieved analogues. 
Kendall row-wise correlation

Overview
Kendall Rank Correlation was developed by Maurice Kendall in 1938 [15] to measure the degree of correspondence between two sets of ranks given to a same set of objects and assessing the significance of this correspondence. Kendall rank correlation coefficient depends upon the number of inversions of pair of objects which would be required to transform one rank order into another. Kendall rank coefficient of correlation can take values between -1 and +1 corresponding to the range from perfect strong disagreement to perfect strong agreement. If the rankings are completely independent, the Kendall rank coefficient is 0.
For the sake of evaluating EBA assumption we used the alternative method of Kendall rank correlation which is the Kendall rowwise rank correlation (CORR) that measures correlation between two similarity matrices [25] as shown in Eq. (4). This kind of correlation is based upon a weighted sum of the correlations between all pairs of corresponding rows of two similarity matrices, bearing in mind that the diagonal elements are not considered in the calculation. For ranking elements in each individual row, we used mid-ranking technique ("1 2.5 2.5 4") that assigns objects that have equal value the same ranking number, which is the average of what they would possess under ordinal rankings. Figure 2 shows a typical example of two similarity matrices SM(X) and SM(Y) where X12 represents similarity degree between project P1 and P2 in terms of attribute X. Interestingly, some researchers refer to a similarity matrix (where 1 means two different projects are equivalent with respect to all project factors) and others to a distance matrix (where 1 means two projects are completely different with respect to all project factors). Indeed, however, elements of a similarity matrix are just 1-elements (or reciprocal) of a normalized distance matrix (i.e. Similarity Matrix = 1 -Normalized Distance Matrix)
For example, suppose that there are two similarity matrices SM(X) and SM(Y) using 5 hypothetical projects, as shown in Figure 3 . 
Kendall's rowwise rank correlation for nominal data
Software projects are not only described by numerical attributes, but often with categorical (ordinal and nominal) attributes as well. The way to assess similarity degree for nominal attribute values is kind of comparison: 1 when they are equivalent and 0 otherwise. However, we have seen earlier that Kendall rowwise correlation can work well with numerical attributes, but a common problem occurs when one of the similarity matrices provides a ranking and the other a dichotomy or classification into two classes (like similarity degree between nominal attribute values). In the introduction we mentioned that Analogy-X method cannot directly deal with the distance matrix for nominal data individually. So it cannot assess the appropriateness of nominal attribute individually, but alternatively it can test the impact of nominal attribute by dividing the selected continuous attributes into subgroups according to the number of categories in that nominal attribute. This solution removes large number of elements in the matrix, because only matrix elements within the same category are considered in the correlation calculation. To overcome this challenge, the Kendall rowwise correlation has ability to test the quality of nominal attribute solely without the need to partition the dataset into subgroups. To illustrate how Kendall rank correlation handles this problem, consider the following similarity degrees between different source projects and target project Pt based on nominal attribute Z and predictable attribute Y. Kendall's correlation assumes that the division into binary is itself ranking. For example, in Table 1 there are 5 ones and 3 zeros for which Kendall's correlation supposes that the first 5 members of 1's are tied, and also for the next group of 0's. According to mid-ranking method, the average of the tied ranks will be 3 in the first group of ties and 7 in the second group of ties, so that the pair of ranking appeared as shown in Table 2 . Accordingly, the CORR(Z) is +0.504 which indicates a degree of agreement between their rankings.
Table 2
Ranks of similarity degrees in Table 3 Source project p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p7 p8 Z 3 7 3 7 3 3 7 3 Y 4 6 2 8 1 7 5 3
In the following example (shown in Figure 4 ) we want to investigate the degree of association between similarity matrix based nominal attribute SM(Z) and similarity matrix based predictable attribute SM(Y). The resulted CORR(Z) is 0 which confirms that the nominal attribute Z is not strongly correlated with dependent attribute E. This implies that the nominal attribute Z is not useful if it is taken individually for identifying a similar project, but its effect could be observed if it is combined with continuous or ordinal attributes in the similarity matrix. 
SM(Z)
SM
Significance test for Kendall row-wise rank correlation
The significance test of Kendall rowwise correlation is a primary source of information about the reliability of the correlation and therefore the reliability of the dataset for EBA method. It is usually tested by using a permutation test, at a significance level of 5% [25] . The original correlation value is compared with the correlation values found by randomly generating a set of permutations of the rows (and simultaneously of the columns) for one of the two matrices, and calculating the value of correlation (CORR) for each permutation. The significance of the observed value of the statistic is then assessed by calculating the proportion of values as large as or larger than original correlation value, i.e. right tail probability [25] .
The reason for this procedure is that if the null hypothesis of no correlation between two matrices cannot be rejected, then permuting the rows and columns of the matrix should be equally likely to produce a larger or similar correlation coefficient. However, using this permutation we can test whether the value of Kendall's rowwise rank correlation derived from the original pair of similarity matrices is significantly different from zero. If so, then we can be sure that the fundamental assumption of EBA is true, which consequentially suggests using that attribute(s). The required number of permutations to accomplish significance test is not limited irrespective of existing some recommendations. The default configuration recommends 1000 permutations for estimating the significance level of about 0.05 and 5,000 permutations for estimating significance level of about 0.01 [22].
The EBA + method
EBA + framework utilizes Kendall row-wise rank correlation and its significance test to determine the appropriateness of the dataset under consideration, which implicitly includes selecting reliable attributes and removing abnormal projects. The EBA + framework will test the following hypothesis: H0 (null hypothesis): The dataset is not reliable for EBA. H1 (alternative hypothesis): The dataset is reliable for EBA.
The EBA + framework cannot reject null hypothesis in the following two cases: (1) when no attribute satisfies hypothesis of EBA, and (2) when all projects are abnormal. Otherwise the null hypothesis is rejected and the dataset is reliable for EBA. The work flow of this process can be further illustrated in Figure 5 . To integrate abnormal project identification process with attribute selection process, we suggest first performing the attribute selection and then performing abnormal project identification process. If significantly abnormal projects are detected remove them and update the reduced dataset.
The application of EBA + method requires a robust measure to estimate the precision of correlation coefficient for each attribute. Therefore we used Bootstrapping method [9] that draws samples randomly with replacement from the empirical distribution of data to estimate the shape of a statistic's sampling distribution. Bootstrapping is a non-parametric statistical method for deriving confidence intervals and estimates of standard errors for different estimates such as the correlation coefficient, regression coefficient, mean, median or proportion [9] . One issue with the bootstrapping method is that the theory relies on datasets being random samples from a welldefined population. This assumption is probably not true for software project datasets but it probably will not make much practical difference. The training function used in our case is the Kendall rowwise correlation (CORR) for the drawn samples as shown in Eq. (6) . Given a distribution of n samples from Bootstrapping training, the overall Kendall correlation value ( r  ) is calculated as shown in Eq. (6). The r  will be used thereafter to represent Kendall rowwise correlation instead of CORR.
The corresponding upper and lower confidence interval limit (UCL and LCL) of Kendall correlation coefficient can be approximated by using BCa method (BCa stands for Bias-corrected and accelerated). BCa [9] is a reliable method to derive confidence interval especially when the distributions are skewed. The UCL and LCL is calculated using Eqs. (7) and (8) .
Where o z is the bias-correcting constant, which is the standard normal deviate corresponding to the proportion of bootstrap estimates which are less than or equal to the estimate from the original sample. Φ represents the cumulative distribution of the standard normal function.  is the desired level of significance eg. 0.05.  z is the  -percentile of a standard normal distribution.
The EBA + method as shown in Figure 5 consists of three stages as follows: Stage 1: The process of EBA + starts with testing every attribute individually. For each attribute X, the Kendall row-wise correlation between SM(X) and SM(Effort) is computed. Then all attributes that their similarity matrices are significantly correlated with similarity matrix of project effort are selected. If no one attribute is selected then the dataset is not entirely reliable and does not satisfy the hypothesis of EBA. In this case the algorithm should terminate and no need to continue. If only one attribute is selected then this attribute is considered as the reliable one, then move to stage 3. Otherwise, if the number of attribute is greater than one then move to stage 2. 
Performance measures
Three well known evaluation criteria were used to assess the degree of accuracy to which the estimated efforts match actual efforts:
(i) Magnitude Relative Error (MRE), as depicted in Eq. (9), computes the absolute percentage of error between actual and predicted effort for each reference project.
(ii) Mean magnitude relative error (MMRE), as shown in Eq. (10) 
where  is the number of projects where % 25 MRE i  , and n is the number of all observations. A software estimation model with lower MMRE, MdMRE, and higher PRED (25) shows that its derived estimates are more accurate than other models.
Experimental Results
Empirical evaluation of EBA +
This section empirically examines the performance of the EBA + algorithm against ANGEL's Brute-force algorithm (ANGEL for short) [18] and Analogy-X [16] through a series of evaluation studies with various datasets that exhibit typical characteristics of software effort estimation. Thus, we believe that consistent results obtained using all these datasets validate our algorithm. These datasets come from different sources: Maxwell [7] For the sake of validation and comparison, in this section, we will use normalized Euclidean distance as similarity measure and only the closest analogy. To normalize the Euclidean distance each distance was divided by the maximum of distance obtained for the whole matrix. The resulting normalized Euclidean distances are in range of 0 to 1. Then the normalized similarity degree is 1-normalized distance degree. Furthermore, for the purpose of prediction accuracy comparison between reduced model of EBA + and other models we used Jackknife validation procedure. In Jackknifing validation, one observation is held out once as test data and the model is trained on the remaining observations, then its MRE is evaluated. Thus, the evaluation procedure is executed n times according to the number of observations 
Maxwell dataset
This section presents an example illustrating the process of EBA + on Maxwell dataset [7] . The Maxwell dataset is a relatively new dataset, which contains 62 projects described by 23 features, collected from one of the biggest commercial banks in Finland. The dataset includes larger proportion of categorical features (with 22 features) which is fair to demonstrate the performance of EBA + . The full description of Maxwell dataset is presented in Table 3 . The only numerical attribute is the project Size in Function points. No further abnormal project cases exist in the dataset which in this case, the obtained data from this combination are the most influential attributes and will be used to generate new estimates. However, the null hypothesis is rejected and the reduced dataset is reliable for EBA method.
To investigate the effectiveness of the reduced dataset on the prediction accuracy, we made a comparison against attributes identified by ANGEL and Analogy-X. For the sake of validation we used only the closest analogy. Running ANGEL and Analogy-X yielded different attribute combinations in that the ANGEL identified the same attributes of EBA + , while Analogy-X identified only one attribute which is (Size). The significant difference between EBA + and ANGEL is the ability of EBA + to identify abnormal projects. In other words, the attributes identified by ANGEL are not necessarily reliable as much as they are only predictive. Unlike ANGEL which continues to generate predictions regardless of reliability of the dataset, EBA + and Analogy-X attempt to search for the robust attributes that have sound statistical significance. In addition, if one attempts to find the best attributes based on optimizing PRED (25) , it may obtain the best PRED(25) but not always the best MMRE and vice versa. This explains why relying on MMRE or PRED (25) could not be the best solution to search for best attributes as the prediction accuracy can be measured by various performance indicators. Therefore it is reasonable to believe that the combination of attributes Size and Nlan will be useful for EBA regardless of whichever performance indicator is used. However, the comparison of prediction accuracy based upon using EBA + , ANGEL, and Analogy-X methods are shown in Table 4 . The predictive performance results show that the EBA + produced better accuracy than other methods in terms of all performance indicators. The Boxplot of absolute residuals in Figure 7 and Wilcoxon sum rank significance test indicate that the difference between the predictions generated based on attributes identified by EBA + and those based on Analogy-X are statistically significant (p-value=0.02). This means that there is difference between their predictions. In contrast, the predictions generated by EBA + and ANGEL are insignificant (p-value=0.32) which means that the predictions generated by both methods are approximately similar. The insignificant results confirm that the EBA + method can find the best predictive attributes and projects based on external measure (i.e. Kendall correlation) not like ANGEL which is optimized based on internal measure(i.e. MMRE). This comes to conclude that EBA + has the ability to identify significantly, with justification, the reliable data that produces comparable but necessarily reliable results. 
Albrecht dataset
The Albrecht dataset contains 24 software projects developed using third generation languages such as COBOL, PL1, etc. The dataset is described by one dependent attribute called 'work hours' which represents the corresponding effort in 1000 hours, and six independent numeric attributes as shown in Table 5 . 18 projects were written in COBOL, 4 projects were written in PL1 and the rest were written in database management languages. Two projects have effort values more than 100,000 hours which are twice larger than third largest project. These extreme projects have considerable negative impact on prediction but we preferred to keep them in spite of their potential bad consequences. The results of stage 1 of EBA + indicate that all attribute similarity matrices were significantly correlated with the effort similarity matrix (i.e. p-value < 0.05) as shown in Table 5 . No further abnormal project cases exist in the dataset which in this case, the obtained attributes from this combination are the most influential attributes and will be used to generate new estimates. The obtained results thus reject the null hypothesis and consider that the dataset is reliable for EBA.
However, ANGEL identified four predictive attributes (INQ, FC, KSLOC, AFP), while Analogy-X identified only one attribute as predictive attribute which is (RawFP). No projects have been removed by both algorithms. Interestingly, there are two attributes that are common between EBA + and ANGEL which shows the importance of these two attributes. In contrast, there is no any attribute in common between Analogy-X and others. Comparisons of prediction accuracy based upon using EBA + and other (ANGEL, Analogy-X) attributes selection approaches are shown in Table 6 . The results obtained demonstrate that predictions generated using EBA + are nearly more accurate than others in terms of MMRE and PRED (25) . Also the attributes identified by ANGEL produced better MMRE value than Analogy-X that produced worst predictions and even worse than using all attributes with MMRE=97.8%. The main reason may be that ANGEL attempts to search for attribute based on optimizing MMRE, therefore the MMRE obtained by ANGEL is regarded as the best value can be achieved. The results obtained in Table 7 and Figure 8 indicate that the difference between predictions generated based on attributes identified by EBA + and those based on ANGEL and Analogy-X are statistically insignificant (p-value > 0.05). Furthermore, there is sufficient evidence that all predictions using different combinations of attributes are approximately similar. This comes to conclude that EBA + has the ability to identify significantly, with justification, the optimal attribute subset that produces comparable accuracy.
Kemerer dataset
The Kemerer dataset [7] includes 15 software projects described by 6 attributes and one predictable attribute which is measured in 'man-month'. The 6 attributes are represented by 2 categorical and 4 numerical attributes. A similar procedure to the previous case study was applied to Kemerer dataset. The EBA + identified 4 significant correlated similarity matrices based attributes: KSLOC, AdjFP, RawFP and Language individually. This confirms that the dataset has reliable attributes that satisfy hypothesis of EBA. The strong significant correlated similarity matrix was obtained by attribute AdjFP with ) AdjFP ( r  =+0.336 and CI=[0.1612 0.4491]. It is interesting to note that the categorical attribute Language was also significant with p-value < 0.05 which indicates that the EBA + is able to identify whether the categorical attribute is reliable for predictions or not. In the final step of EBA + stage 2 we found that the similarity matrix based on combination of AFP and Language was stronger correlated than best correlated attribute AFP with 346 . . No further abnormal project cases exist in the dataset. The attribute selected using EBA + in here is different to the attributes selected by ANGEL that identified two attributes: Language and KSLOC, and Analogy-X that identified only AdjFP as predictive reliable attribute. However it is reasonable to believe that the combination of attributes Added, AdjFP and Language will be useful for EBA. We can also notice that the categorical attribute Language is common between EBA + and ANGEL, while attribute AdjFP is common between EBA + and Analogy-X. This means that the attributes identified by EBA + are also selected by ANGEL and Analogy-X which is an indication of their importance to effort prediction. From Table 8 , likewise Albrecht dataset, the best prediction accuracy was obtained by EBA + in terms of MMRE and PRED (25) and MdMRE. As mentioned earlier, the target is to select the attributes that have sound statistical significance rather than optimizing based on some performance indicators. To assert that, Wilcoxon statistical sum rank test confirmed that the difference is not statistically significant as shown in Table 9 and Figure 9 . From the results obtained, differences in absolute residuals of predictions between EBA + and ANGEL are statistically insignificant, which means that median of both samples is not significantly different and their estimates are approximately similar.
Figure 9
Box-plot of absolute residuals of prediction using EBA + , Analogy-X, and ANGEL for Kemerer dataset 
Desharnais dataset
The Desharnais dataset originally consists of 81 software projects collected from Canadian software houses [7] . This dataset is described by 10 attributes, two dependent attributes which are duration and the effort measured in 'person-hours', and 8 independent attributes. Unfortunately, 4 projects out of 81 contain missing values therefore we excluded them because they may be misleading the estimation process. This data pre-processing stage resulted in 77 complete software projects.
The first stage of EBA + method identified five significant influential attributes, namely: Transactions, Entities, RawFP, AdjFactor, AdjFPs and Dev.Env, for which their similarity matrices are statistically significant and correlated with effort similarity matrix. Although some attributes are not strongly correlated, they are significant as confirmed by permutation test. For example, similarity matrix based Dev.Env attribute is not strongly correlated with similarity matrix based effort with ) Env . Dev ( r  =+0.086, but the significance test indicates that similarity matrix is significant and should be considered. So if the fitness criterion is the correlation coefficient only, then other attributes can be considered as influential attribute regardless of their significance. However, to ensure which attributes are more reliable for EBA, the significant attributes are then transferred into the next step in order to identify any possible attribute combination that are strong correlated than best individual attribute which is , and no further abnormal project cases exist in the reduced dataset. To conclude the reduced model with selected attributes and projects are reliable to generate estimates using EBA. Unsurprisingly, ANGEL and Analogy-X also identified the same two influential attributes but with one abnormal project being removed by Analogy-X. Validation of analogy prediction using EBA + best attributes, ANGEL and Analogy-X are given in Table 10 . Although all methods identified exactly the same attributes but EBA + beats ANGEL and Analogy-X in terms of MMRE because three abnormal projects were removed from the dataset. These results are also confirmed by Wilcoxon sum rank test on absolute residuals of predictions and Boxplots of residuals as shown in Table 11 and Figure 10 respectively. The results show also that the predictions generated by either of those attribute combinations will produce very similar estimates with p-value > 0.05, which indicates that the differences are not statistically significant. Furthermore, the median of absolute residuals of EBA + in Figure 10 is much smaller than other which confirms better predictions produced by EBA + .
Figure 10
Box-plot of absolute residuals of prediction using EBA + , Analogy-X, and ANGEL for Desharnais The abnormal project identification process revealed that the three projects (P14, P54 and P57) 1 are considered significantly abnormal. The results obtained confirm that attributes LOC, TOOL and TURN are still the most influential attributes with no further abnormal project cases exist in the dataset.
Validation of analogy predictions using ANGEL obtained attributes (TIME, VEXP and LOC), EBA + reliable attributes (TURN, TOOL and LOC) and Analogy-X best attribute (LOC) are presented in Table 12 . The results of EBA + are better than ANGEL and Analogy-x in terms of MMRE and PRED (25) . This is confirmed by Wilcoxon sum rank significance test which shows that the differences between absolute residuals of predictions are statistically insignificant as shown in Table 13 . Figure 11 Shows that EBA + generates good estimates with absolute residuals skewed to zero. and narrower CI. Therefore these attributes are regarded as the reliable predictive attributes. Furthermore, no abnormal projects have been identified. However, it is interesting to note that ANGEL identified 6 predictive attributes as shown in Table 14 , while Analogy-X identified just two predictive attributes: "AFP" and "ADD".
In order to compare the results of different attribute selection algorithms, the best attribute subset obtained from each algorithm is then validated in terms of all performance indicators. For prediction accuracy comparison we used 10-fold cross-validation because the use of Jackknife is computationally far too intensive for a large dataset. The corresponding predictions accuracies in Table 14 show unsurprisingly that prediction accuracy of EBA + is comparable to ANGEL, and is better than prediction accuracy of Analogy-X. So we come to conclude that although the inclusion of relevant information affected the estimates, and consequently affected the level of prediction accuracy positively, but also the model acceptance is actually increased because the procedure of selection has a strong statistical background. 15 ) suggests that the differences in predictions between EBA + and ANGEL, Analogy-X are insignificant. Further, Figure 12 shows that the absolute residuals of predictions generated by either of those attribute combinations will produce similar estimates, indicating that the differences are not statistically significant. 
Discussion and Conclusions
Quality of dataset that satisfies main assumption of an estimation model is very important for reliable effort predictions. EBA has fundamental hypothesis that governs the estimation process which assumes: The projects that are similar in terms of projects descriptors are also similar in terms of project effort values. This hypothesis implies that any attribute is regarded as reliable for prediction only if it has a strong relationship with the effort, otherwise it is irrelevant. Also it implies that for any target project the ranks of similar source projects with respect to a particular attribute should be consistent with ranks of similar source projects with respect to their effort values. Based on above assumptions we developed a new method to test quality of dataset using Kendall row wise correlation for EBA. Much of the initial work on EBA + was motivated by experiences with software effort estimation using analogy and based upon the ANGEL toolset developed in [24] and Analogy-X developed by Keung et al. [16] . ANGEL's attribute selection techniques have the limitation of being tightly coupled with the actual results, but provide no statistical evidence that the attributes satisfy fundamental hypothesis of EBA. On the other hand, Analogy-X cannot assess the relevancy of nominal attributes individually; however this can be done after identifying best numerical attributes and then partitioning dataset into subgroups according to the number of categories by only considering matrix elements of cases within the same group. However this approach for handling nominal attributes is not efficient, and removes a large number of matrix elements in the similarity matrix. Therefore EBA + is designed to overcome the main limitations of ANGEL and Analogy-X.
The proposed method consists mainly of two processes, the first one attempts to select all reliable attributes that significantly satisfy EBA hypothesis, whilst the second process attempts to identify abnormal projects that
